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“Enigmatic Landscape” is the surreal piece in his show, and it 
leads the viewer to his other otherworldly compositions—expressions 
of the past, present and future that come from the subconscious, or 
possibly the soul, of the artist.

Price was born to a French mother and an American father 
in 1954. He grew up in northwest Indiana at a time when steel 
and oil industries dominated the area. Raised by his mother and 
grandmother, he absorbed their love for nature and art. He had a 
fondness for math and science, and they were subjects that came 
easily to him. Michael earned a bachelor degree in physics and went 
on to graduate studies in theoretical astrophysics. After deciding not 
to pursue a career in academia, he began work as a game designer for 
the company that made Dungeons and Dragons. He then spent three 
decades developing classic toys, video games and even amusement 
park rides.

Making games is creative, but Price wanted to develop more his 
individualistic expression. So he left the game world and began his life 
as an artist. Along the way, Price discovered Native American heritage 
in his lineage, a revelation that would bring him to embrace native 
spiritual traditions that “spoke a truth” about his place in the world, 
about being connected to the source of creation, about �nding balance 
and accord in  all. While some people perceive contradictions between 
math and art, science and spirituality, Michael sees harmony.

“My spiritual truths and my scienti�c truths have to be in 
harmony and that is re�ected in my artwork.” �ese truths “come 
together in a con�uence, where it makes sense to me.” 

A Dixie Green Promotion
Humphrey (Hwy. 180 & Aspen) Downtown Flagstaffy (H . 180 & As ) Do

WHEELER PARK

FINE ART & CRAFT SHOW
MAY 26-28
Sat. & Sun. 9-5, Mon. 9-4

MAPS: Enigmatic Landscapes is showing through June 9 at the 
Coconino Center for the Arts, 2300 N. Fort Valley Rd. �e gallery is 
open to the public Tuesday through Saturday, 11:00 a.m.-5 p.m.

Enigmatic Landscape

Visitors chat with Price and view his artwork inside the Jewel Gallery. 




